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The advance of the Internet in the past decade has
radically changed the way people communicate and collaborate with each other. Physical distance is no more a
barrier in online social networks, but cultural differences
(at the individual, community, as well as societal levels)
still govern human-human interactions and must be considered and leveraged in the online world. The rapid de§
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ployment of high-speed Internet allows humans to interact
using a rich set of multimedia data such as texts, pictures,
and videos. This position paper proposes to define a new
research area called ‘connected multimedia’, which is the
study of a collection of research issues of the super-area
social media that receive little attention in the literature.
By connected multimedia, we mean the study of the social
and technical interactions among users, multimedia data,
and devices across cultures and explicitly exploiting the
cultural differences. We justify why it is necessary to bring
attention to this new research area and what benefits of
this new research area may bring to the broader scientific
research community and the humanity.
Key words: Connected multimedia, Social media, Socialcultural constraint

1 What is connected multimedia?
Social media (Agichtein et al., 2008) has received extensive attention recently and has become a
very popular research area due to its wide spectrum of
applications. We note that even though the whole area
of social media is very popular in the literature, there
are a group of research issues that are related to the
social-cultural constraints in the social media study
that have not yet received sufficient attention. In this
context, we group all these issues together under the
umbrella of a new sub-area of social media that we
call ‘connected multimedia’. This is a position paper
in which we propose and define the area of connected
multimedia. Multimedia and social media research, in
particular, media content and connection research, has
been around for a while. However, many research
problems still remain open. Instead of continuing the
research effort in the broad social media or multimedia area, we attempt to focus on connected multimedia with the hope to solve real-world problems in this
new area that will lead to technology development
with substantial societal impacts.
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While it is still evolving, we here first give a
working definition of connected multimedia. By
connected multimedia, we mean the study of the social and technical interactions among users, multimedia data, and devices across cultures and the explicit exploitation of cultural differences. Consequently, connected multimedia involves three elements—users, data, and devices—with two perspectives—social focus and cultural focus. In short, connected multimedia is about multimedia content and
connection across community and cultural boundaries.
In comparison with those existing research areas
including social media as its super-area and human
centered computing (Jaimes and Dimitrova, 2006),
we here emphasize that connected multimedia pays
more attention to cultural difference. The definition of
the social side is broader than just national cultures; it
possibly includes cultures of groups, disciplines, organizations, communities, ethnicities, religions, and
nations. This emphasis distinguishes connected multimedia from all other existing areas, which may
claim to include some of these aspects, among many
others. Fig. 1 illustrates conceptually what connected
multimedia is.

Fig. 1 A conceptual illustration of the elements and foci of
connected multimedia

Therefore, in connected multimedia, we attempt
to address the same media content and connection
problem with two perspectives. The first is to incorporate and exploit cultural constraints into consideration. There are many successful examples in the
literature in which standard solutions fail whereas
specialized solutions that incorporate and exploit
local cultural constraints into consideration succeed
when the standard problem is considered under a
specific local culture. One of such examples is the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency

(DARPA)’s 40-year anniversary of Internet contest on
locating 10 weather balloons nationwide (Hesse,
2009), where 10 red weather balloons were placed at
10 different locations across US and a fast solution to
locating the exact positions of the balloons can be
obtained only through exploiting locality-related
cultures across the nation along with the social networks obtained from Facebook and Twitter. Another
such example is Yahoo! Answers, where the best
answers are typically obtained by incorporating and
exploiting local cultures into the answers.
The second is to incorporate and exploit social
constraints into consideration. In recent years it has
become a hot research direction where people attempt
to use social contextual information to deliver more
effective solutions in media content and connection
understanding and/or to use multimedia technologies
to further promote social or environmental interactions, such as folk computing (Jain, 2003a), experiential computing (Jain, 2003b), and social computing
(http://www.socialcomputing.org/) with many emerging, specially dedicated organizations or products
such as Facebook, Flickr, and Pipes. The DARPA’s
40-year anniversary of Internet contest on locating 10
weather balloons nationwide (Hesse, 2009) once
again is a good example of developing a solution with
an emphasis on the social perspective in which the
social networks discovered through the solution development contribute to fast locating where a balloon
is about either through computing facilities or through
manual search. This example once again demonstrates the power of collective human interactions to
computing facilities as the wisdom of crowds obtained through social networks.
We argue that it is important and necessary to
bring attention to connected multimedia research and
related dedicated research community at this time.
Though there are related areas including social media
as its super-area, none of them explicitly addresses the
cultural differences across communities when a solution is developed. Creating the culture or communitybased niche for this new area’s research is what distinguishes this area from all other related areas. When
we say culture, we take a very broad meaning, not just
for cultures of different ethnics, but also including
cultures of different disciplines, different groups,
different societies, etc., such as Chinese vs. American,
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young people vs. old people, and computer science vs.
social science. In general, we mean the cultures of
communities. Through explicitly addressing cultural
differences, connected multimedia may lead to many
important implications with real-world societal impacts that are difficult to obtain in any of the related
areas. For example, we may use media to make the
bridge with other research areas as well as to build up
connections among different communities. As another example, with connected multimedia we are
able to study the communicative behavior (media and
methods of communication) within specific groups
and more interestingly, across communities; one such
example is the Bus Uncle video in YouTube, an example of cultural differences where a video is funny
to some but not to others. Connected multimedia is
proposed in this context.
To further bring attention to this new research
area, we organized an international workshop on the
topic of connected multimedia in Hangzhou, China,
on October 24 and 25, 2009. This workshop was
sponsored in part by US National Science Foundation
(NSF) and College of Computer Science and Technology of Zhejiang University, China. We dedicated
the whole workshop to brainstorming discussions on
the foundation of this new area, the practical problems we must solve in this new area in the real world,
the development goals of this new research discipline,
the relationships and the contributions the development of this new area can make to other scientific
disciplines, as well as the specific approaches we
must take to maintain and grow this new research
discipline. This effort was continued when we organized a follow-up workshop on October 29, 2010,
in Florence, Italy, where discussions on the further
development of this area were carried out to a broader
scope with an open participation from academics and
industries through public call for papers and the resulting selected paper presentations, in addition to
another round of brainstorming discussions among
the participants in the workshop.
In the rest of this paper, we outline the practical
problems in the real world identified in connected
multimedia research, the research goals for connected
multimedia, the relationships and contributions connected multimedia research may make to other disciplines, and the approaches we may take to maintain
and grow this new area.
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2 Practical problems identified in connected
multimedia research
According to the working definition of connected multimedia given in Section 1, it is clear that
there is a wide spectrum of practical problems that we
may address in the area of connected multimedia.
Here we list a few typical important problems with
specific real-world application examples.
1. Distributed work force collaborations/virtual
organizations
Examples include recognizing the cultural difference in user behavior, automatic meeting facilitations, and sign/body language translation.
2. Virtual environments
Examples include revealing the honest/true signal, accurate representation of social presence, and
turn taking.
3. Healthcare informatics
Examples include discovery of effective medical
treatment from different sources such as sharing the
benefits between western medicine and Chinese
medicine, continuous monitoring of health status
across media with ubiquitous sensors such as those
wearable and/or mobile, and specialized medical
information retrieval and treatment (e.g., ethnicity
specific).
4. Emergency response
Examples include multi-disciplinary response
teams, coordinating across diverse stake-holders, and
effective preparation for hazards that may impact
areas with residents from multiple cultural backgrounds.
5. Tourism
Examples include search/route design before
travel, recommendation On-site, and summarization/
sharing of experiences and geotagging.
6. Facilitating mutual understanding and accessibility across cultures (e.g., culturally aware of users
and data interaction)
Examples include highlighting media bias and
reducing/mitigating polarization.
7. Personalized storytelling
Examples include how to utilize and leverage
social media and third-party content to enhance the
overall storytelling and media sharing experience. In
addition, we need to consider how to effectively incorporate cultural aspects (e.g., cultural festivals and
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regional customs) into the storytelling process to
further personalize the final products or output.
8. Cross-media learning
Examples include cross-data modality learning
such as imagery/video annotation, real-world event
tracking, and prediction from cyber-space learning.
Note that some of the problems listed above may
be solved only under connected multimedia, such as
the problem of emergency response, while others may
also be solved in the study of other areas such as
social media or multimedia.

3 Goals of connected multimedia research
As a newly formed research area, we strive to
succeed through achieving the following four development goals.
1. Defining our community
Since the community of connected multimedia is
still in its infant stage, it is critical to carefully and
continuously define and grow this community. Given
the wide spectrum of the applications that connected
multimedia research may lead to, it is important to
incorporate all the relevant people working in these
applications into our research community. Consequently, we anticipate a fairly large community as a
result of the development of connected multimedia.
Furthermore, as both social sciences and multimedia
research develop and evolve, the definition and scope
of connected multimedia will also dynamically
evolve.
2. Modeling integral interactions
By the current working definition of connected
multimedia, the key component of this study is the
understanding and promotion of the social and technical influences and interactions among users, data,
and devices across cultures. Consequently, effectively
modeling the integral interactions and influences
among the users, data, and devices across cultures has
become critical to the success of this research community. It is essential for the success of the development of connected multimedia to have a whole
suite of theory for correctly modeling these integral
interactions and/or influences such that effective solutions may be developed to practical problems. For
example, for the social side, the exemplar work was
conducted by Kleinberg (2008) and Contractor (2009).

They argued for the convergence of social and technological networks, and employed the principles of
human social interaction to study the dynamic behavior of individuals and the evolution of the structure of social networks.
3. Developing tools to support the research in
connected multimedia
To appropriately address all the research issues
as well as to develop the related technologies in
connected multimedia, it is also necessary to develop
the tools to support connected multimedia. Typical
tools include data management tools, data mining and
analysis tools, virtualization tools, search and retrieval tools, communication tools, as well as public
domain databases.
4. Promoting awareness of culture diversity
through connected multimedia experiences and
workshops
An important aspect of connected multimedia is
the cultural considerations in addressing the research
issues as well as the development of the community
of connected multimedia (Nisbett, 2003). Consequently, we must promote the awareness of cultural
diversity. This can be achieved through the research
and development experiences in this community as
well as the educational components in the community
reach-out activities.

4 Relationships and contributions to other
disciplines
Connected multimedia is a direct product of the
integration between multimedia and social sciences.
In addition, connected multimedia is related to other
scientific disciplines including but not necessarily
limited to not only several well-established disciplines such as mathematics, statistics, computer science, signal processing, communication, and robotics,
but also emerging areas such as the Internet of things
and cyber-physical systems. Needless to say, the development of connected multimedia will further help
promote the development of these related scientific
disciplines. Below we list the specific contributions to
further promoting the understandings in social sciences and multimedia and the benefits to the development of the Internet of things and cyber-physical
systems.
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Specific contributions to social sciences include
promoting the understanding beyond human-human
interactions (e.g., the understanding of the motivation
why humans are connected to non-human resources
such as devices and multimedia data), developing
novel theories for processing and understanding
large-scale digital traces such as emails and blogs,
developing multimedia tools to harvest the large-scale
digital traces, developing insights of how human
individuals interact with an ensemble of media instead of single media, developing methodologies for
large-scale validations of social science theories, and
developing tools to increase and enhance global understanding (Lazer et al., 2009).
Specific contributions to multimedia include
using cultural study and/or social networks to assist
media content analysis and link analysis, using cultural study and/or social network for diverse but
relevant recommendations such as novelty recommendations, using social network analysis methods to
connect to various resources, using cultural study
and/or social network to harvest more accurate labeled data, helping exploit cultural knowledge to
better interpret and understand media (e.g., social
distance to event understanding), and using social
network and/or cultural information to target multimedia resources to users.
Specifically, from the list of the typical practical
problems identified in connected multimedia research
in Section 2, it is clear that the research in this new
area directly provides solutions to many of the problems in the Internet of things and in cyber-physical
systems research, facilitating and benefiting the further development in these emerging areas.

5 Approaches to maintaining and growing
this community
To aggressively maintain and grow this research
community, we list several appropriate approaches as
follows.
1. Disseminate and advertise connected multimedia research
We must aggressively disseminate and advertise
the knowledge generated from the research in this
community, including organizing conferences or
workshops, panel discussions, tutorials, special ses-
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sions, and special journal issues. As a follow-up effort
after the workshop in Florence in 2010, we have organized a special issue on connected multimedia in
Journal of Multimedia (Zhang et al., 2012) early this
year. We will also aggressively use social media and
multimedia technologies and tools such as Web pages
and blogs to disseminate the connected multimedia
research. When the community has been developed
into a certain stage, we shall consider establishing a
new journal dedicated to this community. We will
make the research data public so that people either
within or outside the community are able to use our
datasets to benchmark their research. For published
research results, in particular for the research results
published at the beginning stages, we will ensure that
they are significant and noticeable to the whole scientific research community such that sufficient attention and impact will be generated to receive the
support from the broader community to help establish
this research community.
2. Look for active collaborations
Like all other research communities, an effective
approach to aggressively growing this research
community is to seek active collaborations not only
among the individual researchers, engineers, as well
as other professionals within this community, but
more importantly also among organizations within
this community and between this community and
other research communities such as social sciences,
Web science, network science, multimedia, statistics,
the Internet of things, and cyber-physical systems.
Active collaborations, in particular active collaborations between different research communities, will
help generate novel ideas and lead to a breakthrough
as a non-traditional approach to solving problems in
this research community. We encourage our community members to actively seek such collaborations in
order to aggressively grow our research community.

6 Conclusions
This is a position paper in which we have proposed and defined a new research area that we call
connected multimedia, which is a collection of those
research issues of social media involving socialcultural perspectives. We have argued why it is important and necessary to establish this new research
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area as well as the relevant research community, and
have identified practical problems. This new area is
well-poised to generate solutions to these problems,
thereby generating important societal impacts. Finally,
we have identified the strategies and the relationships
we will forge to nurture and grow this new research
community.
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